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Dublin’s chapter is staying COVID
friendly and is still showing love to our
community. Almost 100 bags of love
were delivered to Southland Nursing
and Rehab. May we continue to teach
our young adults to be considerate to
others, especially during a time such as
COVID.
If you know of a
young adult that
would like to get
involved, contact
Claire Philips at
cphilips@csbmg.com

From the Director’s Chair
By Denise N. Forbes
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Health care services account for only 20% of health
outcomes
Health-related behaviors and socioeconomic
factors -housing, food, environment, employment can drive 80% of health outcomes
Individuals between the ages of 25 and 44
experiencing homelessness have a mortality risk
that is 8.9 times higher than the risk of the general
population
Approximately 50 million people are food insecure
Food insecurity is associated with increased risks of anemia, asthma, oral health
problems, anxiety, depression, behavioral problems, and suicide ideation
Addressing social determinants and connecting consumers to services that meet
their social needs potentially reduces spending by approximately 11% within a year

Hello Team,
On November 19, 2020, the CSB of Middle Georgia completed the DBHDD Integrated CCBHC
Certification Criteria Feasibility and Readiness Tool Self-Assessment. This has been a rather
involved process beginning with discussions in August and a Kick-Off Meeting with MTM held
in September. Michael Flora, a Senior Consultant with MTM, heads up this initiative, with help
from his colleagues, Joy Fruth and Charlie Grantham. As a reminder, CCBHC is an acronym for
Certified Community Behavioral Health Clinic. The Excellence in Mental Health Act established
a federal definition and criteria for these entities and helped establish them as a new provider
type for Medicaid, designed to provide a comprehensive offering of mental health and
substance use disorder services to vulnerable populations. In return, these clinics receive an
enhanced Medicaid reimbursement rate based upon anticipated costs of expansion of these
services to meet the needs of complex populations. CCBHCs are charged with providing nine
specific types of services, with an emphasis on 24-hour crisis services/care, utilization of EBPs
(Evidence-Based Practices), coordination of care, and integration with physical healthcare.

CCBHs, through a comprehensive approach, provide a range of services to create easy access,
stabilize individuals in crisis, and provide the necessary and much-needed treatment for those
with the most complex and serious behavioral health needs, including mental health and
substance use disorder treatment. Tailored care is also made available to active duty military
and veterans.
CCBHCs are designed around a healthcare service approach where recovery, wellness, trauma
-informed practices, and physical-behavioral health integration are immersed in the culture of
the agency, practiced and embraced by staff, and expected by those served. CCBHCs offer
services to individuals with reduced wait times, regardless of ability to pay or community of
residence. CCBHCs engage in a more concerted effort to assess for basic primary care needs
in hopes of curtailing chronic co-morbidities which tend to drive poor health outcomes and
high cost of care for those also suffering from behavioral health challenges. Social
determinants of health are assessed during treatment. Individuals receive coordinated care
and wrap-around supports and are connected to available services; all of which potentially
leads to better integrated care and overall better health outcomes for those served.
Per criteria, CCBHCs must provide: crisis mental health services; screening, assessment and
diagnosis; patient-centered treatment planning; outpatient mental health and substance use
services; primary care screening and monitoring; *targeted case management; *psychiatric
rehabilitation services:* peer support, counseling and family support services; and services
for veterans.
*May be provided directly by CCBHC or through contract with Designated Collaborating
Organization, or DCO.
From all we are hearing through MTM, DBHDD, and the GACSB Association at this time,
CCBHCs are the next wave of how agencies, such as the CSB of Middle Georgia, may soon
come to operate, and the stepping stone in terms of how funding could look for agencies such
as ours. We see similar funding changes occurring across the country.
Several years ago, during the Grant-in-Aid era, then DBHDD Commissioner Frank Berry
mentioned numerous times that GIA dollars were being replaced with Fee-For-Service
funding. Many of you remember the years MTM worked in Georgia to prepare the CSBs for
FFS Core Redesign. We were told that FFS funding was a means to an end, and not meant as
an end-all funding stream to be around for years to come. We were also informed that
DBHDD intended to equalize funding across the state, where population and volume would
reign supreme, all of which have taken place.

Michael Flora and colleagues at MTM will now compile all of the information gathered from
numerous meetings regarding our IT and E H R functions, GAP Analyses meetings with
front-end, back-end, and clinical staff, and the Readiness Self-Assessment into a
comprehensive final report to share with CSBMG and DBHDD. The report should be
completed in December, at which time we will have a meeting to discuss the findings with the
MTM Team.
The window for states to apply for CCBHC funding is March 2, 2021. Our work in the area of
recovery, EBP, Trauma Informed Care, Open Access, Peer Supports, and Crisis Care and Services, to name a few, will be instrumental in moving our agency through this transition. This is
not to suggest that moving to another funding arrangement will be easy or that there will be
little work left to do. It is mentioned as an encouragement to all of you. Based upon our
years of experience with many of the targeted areas of service and coupled with training
around evidenced based practices, recovery and the expectations of care that are embedded
in the CCBHC’s criteria, the CSB of Middle Georgia will be up for this challenge.
As Georgia prepares for the CCBHC application window, the CSB of Middle Georgia continues
our work with MTM to make sure that we are ready to take the next step toward CCBHC
status and certification should we be given this opportunity.

CSB Connection

RISEUP
FIELD
TRIP

Santa’s helpers were
found at the Jenkins
County Service Center!

Step One Recovery
Day Center took
advantage of the
holidays and made
an official PJ Day for
their staff and their
individuals.

Chadwin
Hutcheson
enjoyed
her Secret
Santa gift!

We have been forced to change how we celebrate the
holidays due to COVID this year. Virtual hot chocolate
parties are the new thing. Take a minute and enjoy a
cup of hot chocolate. While you are doing so, recognize
that we still have friendships; that we are blessed to
have our health and our jobs.

Merry Christmas everyone!
How to make the best
hot chocolate
Ingredients:

1 cup whole milk
1 ½ teaspoons brown sugar
2 ounces dark chocolate, finely chopped
1 tablespoon heavy whipping cream

Instructions:

1 pinch ground cinnamon

1. Heat milk in a saucepan over medium heat for 3 to 4 minutes.
2. Add brown sugar and stir until dissolved.
3. Stir dark chocolate until it’s completely melted. About 2 to 3 minutes.
4. Remove the saucepan from the heat and stir in the cream and cinnamon.
5. Top with whipped cream, marshmallows, crushed peppermint, or any other
topping of your choice.

Left: Brittany Askew,
(Burke County Clinic)
enjoyed her birthday
party with her
co-workers.
Below: George
Chamberlin III, (Soar
Clubhouse in Dublin)
took a break during
his lunch to celebrate
his birthday with
former co-workers.

Celebrate
your staff’s
birthday by
submitting
a photo to
Renia Avera
for the
newsletter.

Santa came SOARing to the Clubhouse today. Our
members gave Santa all their Christmas wishes..
Some of our Precious members simply wanted Santa
to take away the Corona Virus and to give us Peace
on Earth

.. #sociallydistancedsanta

Do you know a person at work, when you are in a pinch and are
stressed, that you call on? You know that no matter the situation, that
specific person will be there for you. They “have your back”, they “help
you get through it”. I do! I have a couple of people that will stop what
they are doing to help me anytime that I need them. Because of that, I
want to give a “Shout Out” to them! I would love to have an article in
each Perspective where we can take the opportunity to give others the
recognition that they deserve! So, if you have a person at work that you
want to show appreciation to, send me a paragraph and a photo to be
added to the newsletter.
Renia Avera

I/DD

Kudos for Vickie Saxon and Cynthia Shipman
for getting information in regarding a critical
incident and DBHDD investigations finding
CSBMG in “substantial compliance”
and no need of a CAP!

From door
decorations, to
snow globes, to
Christmas books!

Friendships are made.
Support is given.
Fun is everywhere!

I/DD
COVID did not
stop Laurens
Products and
Services
(building 5)
from their
annual door
decorating
contest.
Check out the
talent and
creativity!

I/DD

I/DD

I/DD

I/DD

Step One
Recovery Center

Enjoying the
Christmas
festivities.

A rehabilitation day center
with a primary focus on
substance abuse treatment.

Step One Festivities
included wearing PJ’s
to the day program
and putting up their
creative Christmas
tree for the season.

M. O. N. A. R. C. H.
MEANINGFUL OPPORTUNITIES
NURTURING ADVOCACY, RECOVERY,
CONNECTION, & HEALTH
In December the Peers assisted in the creation of Holiday decor. Decor is
important when working with individuals who struggle with orientation. In
behavioral health terms orientation is defined as a function of the mind involving
awareness of time, place, and person. In our line of work it is not uncommon to
encounter people who are unaware of dates and times, and we utilize holiday and
seasonal decor as a way to help provide awareness towards one's orientation. Using
clothes hangers and zip ties, the Peers created snowflakes that we used to decorate
Monarch's walls.

Ogeechee Operations

Meet Lisa Kight
She is a Registered Nurse at our Swainsboro Clinic.
Her favorite part of her job is helping others feel
better.
Lisa and her husband, Brandon have a son, Caleb.
Caleb and his wife, Miranda, have a son named Rhett.
So you know Lisa stays busy!

Lisa wanted to be a nurse when she was little. She is the first staff to answer the questions
with the completion of the exact childhood dream. She graduated from Swainsboro High
School and received her nursing degree from Dalton State
College. Being from Nunez, GA, Lisa is a country girl through
and through. She loves to ride horses and she loves spending
time with her family and friends at the lake, beach, and
mountains.
She enjoys her job because it gives her the ability to focus on
time with Rhett, her grandchild.

Tucker is Lisa’s
Goldendoodle.
He is waiting patiently
to open his presents.

Meet Breana Wall
Middle Georgia Operations

Breana is a Registered Nurse for our Adult Mental
Health-Outpatient Clinic. Her favorite part of her
job is talking with the clients and helping to make
a difference in their lives. Her favorite quote is,
“Life is what you make it”.
Breana went to West Laurens High School and
graduated in 2016. She attended Central Georgia
Technical College in Warner Robins and graduated
with her Associates of Science in Nursing in May
of 2020. She took her NCLEX in June, passed, and
received her RN licensure. When she was little
she wanted to be an Obstetrician.
Breana enjoys planning, cleaning, and organizing.
She likes to cook and bake when she has the time
(and energy). Because Breana loves the beach,
her family goes to Panama City Beach for a week
every year for vacation.
With a baby on the way and a career in the nursing field, she has the best of both worlds. She
and her fiancé, Dalton, are expecting their baby boy in mid-February. Her new year
resolution is to stay focused on growing her family and becoming a mom. Family is her
number one priority.

Rejoice in Hope, Be Patient in tribulation,
Be constant in Prayer. Romans 12:12.
That’s what I want to take with me into
2021.

Thanks Payton Towns III from The Courier
Herald for all you do and for this story. Also
shout out to CSBMG and
our CEO Denise Forbes,
and my boss Tina
Clements. Also thank
you GCSA for paving the
way and
teaching
us how to be a better ARSC.
Everyone in our
community that has been a
part of RISEUP this year. Also
thanks to all our volunteers. We have the
best community ever! Truly the hands and
feet of Jesus! Thanks so
much to all of our
community partners. We
couldn’t do it without your
help and support! Thanks
and Happy New year!
Find this event on

TV35
A Letter To My
Brother 2020

Thanks so much Joel Aguilar from Starbucks in
Dublin Georgia! They will now be donating food to
RISEUP weekly! This is such a blessing to our
community! Also thanks you Kinsey Clark and Lisa
Clark for making this connection!

Merry Christmas Hudson Hill ministries. Because of our community and some hard work, we
were able to bless 70 men today for Christmas! For all who helped thanks so much !! You are
such a blessing to this community. -Pam Ranke

Above: The RISEUP team concluding their
presentation and gifts to Hudson Hill Ministries.

Left: Mr. Ronald with his RISEUP stocking.

The American poet, Edith Lovejoy Pierce, penned the following:
“We will open the
book. Its pages are
blank. We are going to
put words on them
ourselves. The book is
called Opportunity, and
its first chapter is New
Year’s Day.”
It is my hope that the
CSB of Middle Georgia
will continue to flourish, will unabashedly seek out new opportunities for
service and growth, and will resolutely stand to tell our story in the years to
come. Thank you for the dedication, support, and quality care that each of you
provide to those we serve throughout the year.

Here’s to a Magnificently Happy New Year 2021!

-

Denise Forbes

Kids deal with some pretty heavy stuff. Ask them to
share their feelings with you.
#freeyourfeelsfriday
Need resources? Go to www.freeyourfeels.org.
Need immediate help? Call 1-800-715-4225 to talk to a
mental health professional and download the
MyGCALapp for your teen to use.
https//tinyurl.com/mygcalapp
"Free Your Feels" is a mental health awareness
campaign begun by Georgia's Department of
Behavioral Health and Developmental Disabilities (@DBHDDHA) and Voices for Georgia's
Children (@georgiavoices) along with MHA of GA and other partners to encourage Georgia's
young people to explore their real feelings and share them fearlessly.

Our SOAR Clubhouse members had a Great time
celebrating “Free Your Feels” Friday. Our CPS-Ys
did an Awesome job explaining how, “Making
New Traditions” this year can be exciting and fun.
Our members LOVED making handmade
Christmas cards for the residents at Serenity
Hospice in Dublin.. Other members enjoyed
getting outside and competing in a volleyball
game while learning about Healthy Friendships
#freeyourfeels #makingnewtraditions

Our SOAR Clubhouse
members loved “Free
Your Feels” Friday at
the Clubhouse today!
They learned all
about how Yoga, Art,
Drama and even
some love from our
Therapy Dog, Lyla
Kate, can help reduce
stress during this holiday season.

We
appreciate
our
community
for
supporting
the cause!

You can watch the entire event on
TV35’s YouTube page.

https://youtu.be/OVWSuYGMvH4

You can watch the event FB LIVE on the Voices of Hope Suicide Prevention Coalition for Dublin/Laurens page.

Have you seen these signs? Voices of Hope has
put them out to help spread hope and to make
sure our community is aware of the suicide
prevention lifeline.
Voices of Hope is planning to move the signs
out into our county for the next couple of
months. Keep a look out for them!

Digital artwork by Trinity Selby, daughter of John Selby and a member of the Brown family.

Wellness Wednesdays

Holistic Wellness includes mental, physical, spiritual,
financial and more…. It is overall wellbeing.
Today we talk about Holiday Financial Stress and how
to manage your budget.
1. Create your budget… How much do you have to
spend on Christmas gifts without going into debt and
how many gifts does this cover? Many financial planners state that you should spend no more
than 1.5% of your annual income on holiday spending….. Set limits for each person on your
list.
2. Be thrifty – not all gifts cost a lot of money – there are gifts of time, talent, baking,
babysitting and help around the house that are greatly appreciated by the recipients.
3. Cash is king – when you use your credit card, it is very easy to overspend so use cash when
shopping for Christmas. When the envelope is empty – you are finished.
4. Talk openly with family about limitations. As a group, set limits on the number of gifts,
agree to give gifts only to the children or donate to a charity.
5. Holiday entertaining – plan any holiday gathering and budget accordingly. In the year of
COVID this is a bit restricted already.
Instead of buying presents – BE PRESENT…
Empathy!
g

I had an entirely different segment for today but
having seen tears, anger, frustration, and sadness
throughout the day yesterday from so many areas, I
thought I would change direction and focus on
Empathy. Empathy is the ability to understand and
share the feelings of another according to Oxford
Languages Dictionary. With our mission, vision and
values as an agency, this should be a given but we are all humans first with strong emotions.
h

In a recent Human Resources conference it was noted that one of the main areas for
improvement in most organizations in Empathy Building and helping employees see things
from a different point of view than their own. This has been exacerbated in 2020 with things
as they are unfortunately.
h

How do we Build Empathy at CSBMG?. What might the other person be dealing with? Are
they under stress from deadlines, from a larger than normal caseload, do you know if there
are issues they may be dealing with regarding family or friends? There are so many things
going on in our worlds today – COVID, holidays, political divisiveness, social unrest, work
related stressors, and health issues to mention a few.

As I drove by one of our local schools this morning and saw all of the children getting out of
the vehicles and putting on their masks – that triggered a deep sadness because nothing is
normal right now. It is not surprising for us all to be on edge but by supporting each other and
those we serve, we can get through this to come out stronger and more empathetic on the
other side.
h

How can we be more empathetic?
h

Acknowledge the other person’s feelings
Share how you feel
Show gratitude that the person opened up
Show interest
Be encouraging
Be supportive

Say ‘yes’ to your health!
Make a list of healthy things you
will do for you! It is okay to say no
to events or activities that do not
fit into your healthy checklist.
f

Breathe and be present! If you feel
yourself getting overwhelmed or
stressed – take a few deep “belly”
breaths, in for 5, out for 5, hold for
5 to reduce stress.
f

Plan ahead for any workplace festivities! These are quite different this year but be sure if your group is having any type of
holiday event you choose healthy options. When is it more than “holiday blues”? If you feel
extremely overwhelmed – ask for help!!!
Get exercise! Find time every day to get outside if possible and take a walk. Just a few
minutes when you can will lift your spirits.
f

Be a role model for your family! Let them see you living the healthy lifestyle you want to
create for your family.
Sleep! Super important to maintain regular sleep patterns.
Stay safe and healthy during this holiday season.

It’s time! Although it seems like it was just six months until
Christmas, then six weeks until Christmas – now it is
Christmas Eve Eve… two more sleeps until Christmas Day.
2020 has definitely been one for the books and here’s
hoping 2021 brings much more peace, joy, love, hope,
kindness, health and good cheer!
A few tips to get you through the next couple of days:
f

• Carve out time for you – step away from the wrapping
paper, gift cards, and cooking and remember that it is one
day of the year and if it is not perfect – that is OK.
• Spread out your celebrations for more than Christmas
Day…..
• Focus on gratitude and giving
• Allow yourself to receive….. Mindfulness teaches us to focus on the moment without
judgement. Take some time off and enjoy. Opening yourself up to receiving the joys of the
season are beneficial.
• Enjoy some time outdoors. Christmas Eve looks to be a little wet and windy, but sometime
over the holidays find some time to take a walk and feel the difference in your mood.
• Be sure to stay hydrated – drink lots of water!
• Take a break from social media! Between comparisons of what others holidays (may or may
not truly look like) and political advertisements – you don’t need this stress!
k

We have all made them, and we have all broken
them. After the past year, there are so many things
that we want, right?
According to a recent article, it seems that many
people are tossing out the traditional resolutions
such as losing weight, going to the gym or working
harder and replacing those with more meaningful
and doable resolutions. For 2021 the top resolutions
are looking to be saving more money for the future, learning a new skill, budgeting better,
paying down debt, spending more time with family, traveling more and having a more
positive outlook on life in general.
2020 has been such a trying year that people are not “resolving” as much as, considering
these resolutions as “intentions” without harsh deadlines. Instead they will be checking in
throughout the year to be sure they are staying on track. The overall sense of excitement
about moving into 2021 is very optimistic and those surveyed feel they will be able to be
more intentional in all they do going forward.

Hello Team:
Wash your hands, Watch your Social Distance, and Wear your mask

The surge in COVID-19 numbers across our 16 counties warrants communication and
reminders of steps we should continue to take to mitigate the virus.
•

If you are aware of having had an exposure to a known positive COVID-19 individual,
please alert your manager for further discussion and decisions as necessary. Additionally, if
you have any symptoms of COVID-19, please alert your manager immediately for further
instruction.
•

Limit staff traffic between buildings and programs. For expediency, necessary
documentation or paperwork can be scanned and emailed to different sites, or sent through
snail mail as necessary. For staff who do not have access to email, you may elect to have your
Office Manager or program administrative assistant/secretarial staff handle this for
you. Please do as much as possible for the next several weeks to stay in your designated
building location and/or in your offices unless you have urgent agency business in another
location that cannot be handled by phone or email.
•

Out of an abundance of concern and caution, office hosted luncheons are cancelled until
further notice. More specifically, this includes potluck, covered dish, and buffet luncheons
and events involving staff and clients.
•

To mitigate close contact with others while eating, it is suggested that you take your meals
in your personal office as opposed to a common area or break room.
•

It is also suggested that breaks be staggered, and that staff refrain from congregating in
close settings during break times. Social distancing should be adhered to at all times.
•

Disinfect and sanitize your work area multiple times per day as necessary.

•

Continue to follow COVID-19 updates being released from social media, our local media,
health departments, and health districts, as well as from the CDC.
•

Continue to practice the three W’s: Wash your hands, Wear a Mask, Watch your Social
Distance!

Program Managers and Supervisors should make sure staff are aware of this
communication. These are critical steps that each of us should be practicing daily. Adherence
to these recommendations and suggestions provide us with a pathway of containing
COVID-19 in our workplace. Thank you, again, for your understanding and for doing all you
can to stay safe and keep those we serve safe.

Announcements
Reminder: Please wear your name badge during work hours, on and
off-site, while on CSBMG business. Also, make sure the badge is visible.
This is not only for identification
purposes, but also for safety
measures. Thanks!


All Employees (HCS, Inc. and
CSBMG employees) will be granted
and paid for two additional holidays
each year: the Friday after
Thanksgiving and one extra day
during Christmas . The CSBMG
Management Team reserves the
right to cancel the two additional
paid holidays, during any calendar
year, if the agency budget restricts
this option.


We are performing maintenance
on all computers. Computers need to
stay powered on at all times to
receive updates. It is ok to log off;
just do not shut down.


